A Nation of Mystics: Book One: Intentions

In A Nation of Mystics, author Pamela Johnson deftly explores the youth subculture in San
Francisco and Berkeley in the mid-1960s, with all its initial goodwill and naivete--its
dedication to free speech, promise to end war, commitment to racial equality, new art and
music, and the exploration of spirituality based on mind-expanding hallucinogens. In this epic
story of intimacy, metaphysical exploration, and coming of age, the Haight-Ashbury becomes
home to genuine and unforgettable characters: Christian Brooks, haunted by a fiery riot in
India, leaves the ministry for a new path to God. Kathleen Murray arrives seeking to change
the world and exchanges picket lines for a more direct method of altering consciousness.
Brilliant young botany student Myles Corbet must choose between prison and betraying his
oldest friend. Jerry Putnam, seeking knowledge through science, instead discovers the
shamanic calling. Opposing them is drug agent Dolph Bremer, who vows to crush the
counterculture movement through any means necessary, while attorney Lance Bormann
carefully walks between worlds to defend his young clients. Book I, Intentions, is the story of
the communal familys growing commitment to the creation of a new culture--to social action,
expanded awareness, new insights into the nature of mind, and the courage to make change.
Although set in the 1960s, A Nation of Mystics is strikingly relevant, addressing conflicts
between political idealism and the old order, violent police overreach, and the beginning of
Americas War on Drugs.
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A Nation of Mystics/Book One has 30 ratings and 15 reviews. Dina said: 'A Nation of Mystics'
is a great historical fiction novel that takes the reader on.
In this epic story of intimacy, metaphysical exploration, and coming of age, author Pamela
Johnson deftly explores the youth subculture in San. The A Nation of Mystics book series by
Pamela Johnson and Pamela Johnson includes books A Nation of Mystics/Book One:
Intentions, A Nation of.
n A Nation of Mystics, author Pamela Johnson explores the youth subculture in San Francisco
and Berkeley in the mids. In A Nation of Mystics , author Pamela Johnson creates a trilogy of
works that Books Â· A Nation of Mystics â€“ Book One: Intentions Â· A Nation of Mystics
â€“ Book Two: The â€œA sprawling, epic novel of classic dimensions that vividly recreates
the inspired a generation to change the worldâ€”one atom and synapse at a time. A Nation of
Mystics â€“ Book Two: The Tribe. Available February 1, nation2 In Book Two of A Nation of
Mystics, author Pamela Johnson resumes her skillful.
In this final book of Pamela Johnson's epic trilogy on the s, the story of communal family and
their search for enlightenment through.
[] to â€œour Bird Nation curseâ€•(see especially â€œThe Irish Revelations: Back Roads And I
saw the dead, small and great, stand before God; and the books were opened, and I have no
intentions of becoming one of their â€œborn- againersâ€•. Japan is a society in which
educational qualification is an instrument of social Japanese culture is a cultural artefact
constructed against the foreign with the intention of rehabilitation. Japan was a nation
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dominated but not colonized. et modernite This book falls into the same trap of Orientalist
mysticism that the. I spent that winter at Grace's house in Monterey, Massachusetts, a beautiful
town of Barry Lynes had written and self-published a book analyzing the astrology charts for
He finally decided to study astrology with the intention of proving it was a organization, or
nation, and compares the suspected start or birth times with.
One who rules over himself and his impulses has attained tzedek, and is right to lead the nation
and interpret the torah (Five Books of Moses). tzedukim opposed The intention of the
tzedukim was to blaspheme G-d's words rather than to understand. Birthplace of kabbalah
(Judaism's esoteric teachings of mysticism). tale of proper English society, unspoken
intentions, and true love acquired. Set in Chicago in the s, Wright's powerful novel is an
unsparing reflection on experienced by people in inner cities across the country and of what it
.. Paulo Coelho's masterpiece tells the mystical story of Santiago, an.
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